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As the conference organizers, it is so gratifying to see the growth of iiWAS/
MoMM from a gathering of five innovative academics 20 years ago here
in Yogyakarta into an impressive international assembly with over 3000
international participants and additional distinguished speakers and guests in
the last 20 years. We are now back to Yogyakarta the city where the seed of
iiWAS/MoMM was planted. And as always, we endeavor to provide you with
three distinct levels of experiences:
A Learning Experience... which this year includes a very strong program of
thought provoking 100 presentations and three distinguished keynote speeches
in 25 sessions,
A Networking Experience...giving you the opportunity to form productive
collaborations and lasting friendships with like-minded academics around the
globe which can be seen from this year participants coming from 35 countries
and over 150 research and academic institutions,
and A Motivational Experience... exposing our young and up-coming colleagues
to the latest innovations in our fields as a springboard to their own research and
discoveries.
With respect to the social program, we have a very interesting program this
year which consists of a Welcome Reception and a Conference Dinner that we
decided to take you to enjoy Indonesian buffet dinner at Pambanan Temple,
the biggest ancient Hindu temple complex in Indonesia, followed by its iconic
Ramayana Ballet Show or as locals call it “Sendratari Ramayana”.
The General Chair and The @WAS President would like to express their sincere
thanks to the iiWAS2018 program committee co-Chairs Maria Indrawan & Eric
Pardede and to the MoMM2018 program committee chair Pari Delir Haghighi
and all members of the program committees for carefully reviewing all paper
submissions and for putting together this interesting program. We are convinced
that you will be inspired by the presentations and talks constituting this year´s
programme and hope that this will also lead to subsequent cooperation.
We are very grateful to our distinguished keynote speakers: Prof.Dr. Gabriele
Anderst-Kotsis from Johannes Kepler University Linz, Austria; Prof.Dr. Feng
Xia from Dalian University of Technology, China and Prof. A Min Tjoa, Vienna
University of Technology, Austria.
We tried our best in arranging everything locally for your comfort. Matthias
Steinbauer, Ivan Salvadori and Hesti Sudjana deserve all the credits for a perfect
organisation.
These people and many others behind the scenes created this special spirit
which makes all of us feel like coming home every year when we meet at iiWAS
& MoMM.
So welcome to Yogyakarta for IIWAS and MoMM 2018... Thank You for your
participation... we sincerely hope you enjoy the conference.
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